
Built to tackle the tough jobs, the FISHER® XV2™ V-plow is a new standard in snow plowing performance. With a  
heavy-duty 1¼" center pin, extreme flared wings and ultra-responsive hydraulics, the XV2 delivers outstanding 
performance. The FISHER trip-edge design protects the plow, truck and operator from the impact of hidden 
obstacles, and standard InstaLock double-acting cylinders make back dragging as efficient as a straight blade. 

AVAILABLE IN 7' 6", 8' 6" AND 9' 6" MODELS

BIGGER LIFT RAM  
The XV2 lift ram cylinder is 1¾" in diameter, 
providing more lifting power and durability while 
out on the job.   

CENTER GAP COVERAGE  
From top to bottom, a steel top-center cap 
prevents snow from rolling over the top of the 
blade, while the formed steel cutting edges at the 
bottom of the blade reduce snow leakage in any 
blade position.

EXTREME FLARED WINGS  
The XV2 features blades that soar from a 31" center height 
to 39" at the outer edge (on 9' 6" models) to bust through 
big drifts, carry more snow, and windrow wide-open areas.  

STANDARD INSTALOCK DOUBLE-ACTING CYLINDERS  
The standard InstaLock double-acting cylinders lock 
the blades firmly in place during back dragging for a 
clean scrape. Plus, both wings can be locked together 
to easily maneuver the plow as a straight blade.

TRIP-EDGE DESIGN  
Hidden obstacles are a given. With the FISHER  
trip-edge system, only the edge trips, keeping the 
blade upright and plowed snow in front of the blade.

EXCLUSIVE X-BRACING  
Exclusive X-bracing reinforces the entire back of  
the blade for superior structural integrity and 
torsional strength. 

STRONGER CENTER HINGE  
The robust center hinge is built with three connection 
points for added strength and rigidity.

LARGER CENTER PIN  
A 1¼" center hinge pin provides the backbone for the 
XV2 blade and provides superior toughness  
and stability.  

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES  
Rubber Deflector (10" & 18") |  Blade Wing Kit 
Back Drag Edge  |  Curb Guard Kit  |  Shoe Kit 
Blade Stop Kit 

THREE LOTS DOWN BEFORE 
THE SUN’S EVEN UP
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